NOTES ON CHAPTER II
Note.—In the identification of place-names in Chapters II,
III, IV and V the following abbreviations are used :
5.5. Survey of India Sheets, i in. to the mile.
R., B.A. Rennell's Bengal Atlas, ed, 1781.
R., 1773, 1774, etc.   Kennell's large scale sheets, 5 m. to
the inch, published 1773, 1774, etc.
Where identifications arc given in square brackets in the text,
the Survey Sheets must be understood as authority unless other-
wise indicated.
 1.	The Log of the Unicorn (HarL MS. 4252, f. 23a) has very
brief entries regarding the voyage to Balasore, and these only
record the number of miles sailed each day.
 2.	See Bowrey, Countries round the Bay of Bengal, cd. Temple,
p. 228, for an illustration of this variety of boat and a note on the
derivation of the term.
 3.	The foundation of an English settlement at Balasore was
laid in 1633 by Ralph Cartwright who, in response to an invitation
from Mir Kasim, Governor of the District, established a factory
there.   For contemporary remarks on the Company's buildings
see Diaries of Streynsham Master, ed. Temple, ii. 76;  Bowrey,
op. cit. p. 162, n. 3.

 4.	Romana is the Ramena of Gastialdi's map (1561) and the
Rammoena of Broucke's map (c. 1660), 5 miles west of Balasore.
The " Roja's King Towne " possibly means his capital, as Ramuna
was regarded by several old geographers as the capital of Orissa.
The place is marked on maps of the early eighteenth century, but
does not appear later.
 5.	At Ramchandrapur is the tomb of Muhammad Khan
Shahid, one of Kala Pahar's commanders.   Marshall may have
heard some local legend regarding this tomb and confused it with
that of &faqw.
6.	At Garhpada, 15 miles north of Balasore, is the tomb of
another of Kala Pahar's captains, but no record remains of the
" inchantments " observed by Marshall

